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T24/T35/T50/T51/T52/TML024/EE/2016

Time : 3 Hours Marks : 80

Instructions :
1. All Questions are Compulsory.

2. Each Sub-question carry 5 marks.

3. Each Sub-question should be answered between 75 to 100 words. Write every questions
answer on separate page.

4. Question paper of 80 Marks, it will be converted in to your programme structure marks.

1. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Sketch neatly, any three types of profiles of triangular threads. State the angle of thread
in each case and dimension the depth, assuming a pitch of 10mm. 5

b) What is the lead in a screw thread? How does it differ from pitch in double-start
threads? Illustrate your answer by means of sketch of a square-threaded screw. 5

c) Draw to scale full size, the views shown in figure 1. 5

d) Figure 2 shows machine component Draw its Sectional top view. 5

e) Figure 2 shows machine component Draw its side view from right. 5

2. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Draw two views of a 24mm diameter stud, 100mm long, with a castle nut and a
split-pin. 5

b) Sketch in two views a two-jaw spanner for nuts for 18mm and 20mm diameter bolts.
The jaws are thicker than body. Give important dimensions. 5

(P.T.O.)
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c) State the purpose for which a gib is used along with a cotter. Make sketches to show
its use in connecting two rods of square cross-section. 5

d) Make neat, dimensioned sketches of a flanged joint for two 100mm diameter C.I.
pipes. 5

e) Explain the need of safety valves in boiler. 5

3. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Show by means of sketches, the difference between chain riveting and zigzag riveting.
What is the advantage of one over the other arrangement? 5

b) Sketch neatly two views of a foot step bearing for supporting a 50mm diameter vertical
shaft. Give important dimensions. 5

c) Sketch neatly; giving main dimensions, built-pulley 600mm diameter, mounted on a
shaft 60mm diameter. 5

d) Draw a neat sketch of a single plate clutch and name the various parts. 5

e) Draw neat sketches to show the profiles of involute and cycloidal teeth and explain
how they are generated. 5

4. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Sketch giving two views the big end of a connecting rod made up of a cap, brasses and
bolts. 5

b) Define : 5

i) Tolerance

ii) Fits

iii) Basic size and nominal size

iv) Allowance

v) Clearance

c) Name various elements of surface roughness. 5

d) List the types of Assembly Drawing and explain any two of them. 5

e) Write any five norms to be observed for Assembly Drawings. 5
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